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Tennessee Valley Authority, Post Office Box 2000, Soddy-Daisy. Tennessee 37384-2000

February 15, 2005

TVA-SQN-TS-03-06 10 CFR 50.90

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555-0001

Gentlemen:

In the Matter of ) Docket No. 50-328
Tennessee Valley Authority

SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT (SQN) - UNIT 2 - TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS (TS) CHANGE 03-06 - CHANGE INSPECTION SCOPE
FOR STEAM GENERATOR (SG) TUBES - REVISED REQUEST

Reference: TVA letter to NRC dated December 2, 2004,
"Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN) - Unit 2 -
Technical Specifications (TS) Change 03-06 -
Change Inspection Scope for Steam Generator (SG)
Tubes"

TVA is submitting a revised request for TS change 03-06 to
license DPR-79 for Unit 2. The enclosed partially addresses
questions provided by the technical staff from their review
of the referenced letter. The changes to the TSs include
deletion of the type of probe to be used in the inspections
of the W* distance, correct the reference to Generic
Letter 95-05, change the definition of the W* distance, and
include specific reporting requirements for the 90-day
report.
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The description and technical justification sections, as
well as the proposed TS and associated bases changes, are
included in their entirety. A revision bar in the right-
hand margin will identify the location of the changes.

The Regulatory Safety Analysis, including the no significant
hazard determination, and Environmental Considerations were
not affected by the changes; therefore, they are not
included in this submittal.

The remaining staff questions regarding the referenced
submittal are being addressed in separate submittals being
prepared in parallel. TVA previously requested approval of
this TS change by March 1, 2004. A revised approval date of
early April 2005 is requested to support the next Unit 2
refueling outage scheduled to start later in April 2005.
There are no commitments contained in this submittal.

If you have any questions about this change, please contact
me at (423) 843-7170 or Jim Smith at (423) 843-6672.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct. Executed on this 15th day of
February 2005.

Since ely,

Paul ace
Manager, Site Licensing and

Industry Affairs

Enclosures
1. TVA Evaluation of the Proposed Changes
2. Proposed Technical Specifications Changes (mark-up)
3. Changes to Technical Specifications Bases Pages(Optional)

cc: See page 3
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Enclosures
cc (Enclosures):

Framatome ANP, Inc.
P. 0. Box 10935
Lynchburg, Virginia 24506-0935
ATTN: Mr. Frank Masseth

Mr. Lawrence E. Nanney, Director
Division of Radiological Health
Third Floor
L&C Annex
401 Church Street
Nashville, Tennessee 37243-1532

Mr. Douglas V. Pickett, Senior Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 08G9
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852-2739



ENCLOSURE 1

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT (SQN)

UNIT 2

1.0 DESCRIPTION

This letter is a request to amend Operating License DPR-79
for Sequoyah Unit 2. The proposed changes revise Unit 2
Technical Specification (TS) 3/4.4.5, "Steam Generators," to
change the scope of the steam generator (SG) tube sheet
inspections required in the SG tubesheet region using the W*
methodology (W* is defined in WCAP-14797, Revision 2).
Specifically, the proposed change will revise the Unit 2 TS
definition for SG tube inspection included in SQN TS
Surveillance Requirement (SR) 4.4.5.4.a.8 to revise the
definition to exclude the portion of the tube within the
tubesheet below the W* distance. The proposed change will
revise SR 4.4.5.4.a.6 on SG tube repair criteria, add
SR 4.4.5.2.e to require a 100 percent inspection of the hot-
leg tubesheet W* distance, add new W* terminology definitions
in SR 4.4.5.4.a.11, and add new reporting criteria for W*
inspection information in SRs 4.4.5.5.d.1 and 4.4.5.5.e. The
SQN Unit 2 proposed change requires that any tube identified
with service induced degradation in the W* distance below the
top-of-tube sheet (TTS), will be plugged. The change
requires an account for postulated indications below the W*
distance and their contribution to leakage. SQN proposes to
plug any service induced degradation within the W* distance.
This proposal is a conservative limited scope application of
the complete W* methodology as described in WCAP-14797,
Revision 2.

We are also removing the previously approved primary water
stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) alternate repair criteria
(ARC) as it expired at the end of Cycle 12 operation and
further justification for its extension will not be pursued.
The PWSCC ARC was not utilized on Unit 2.

TVA is submitting this TS change request in response to
Generic Letter 2004-001 "Requirements for Steam Generator
Tube Inspections."
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2.0 PROPOSED CHANGE

The following changes are proposed to SQN Unit 2 TSs:

1. Add TS 4.4.5.2.e to provide a new requirement for a
100 percent inspection of the hot-leg tubesheet W*
distance and to remove the axial PWSCC at dented tube
support plate ARC.

2. Revise TS 4.4.5.4.a.6 to change the current definition of
"Plugging Limit" to account for plugging all service
induced degradation in the W* distance, and delete the
axial PWSCC at dented tube support plate (TSP) ARC.

3. Revise TS 4.4.5.4.a.8, "Tube Inspection" definition to
remove the revision made for Cycle 12 operation only, and
to change the wording to exclude the portion the tube
below the W* distance.

4. Replace TS 4.4.5.4.a.11 "PWSCC Tube Support Plate
Plugging Limit" definition with definitions associated
with W*.

5. Revise TS 4.4.5.5.d.1 to include reporting requirements
for W* postulated leakage.

6. Replace TS 4.4.5.5.e by removing the reporting
requirements for axial PWSCC at dented TSP and replacing
with new reporting requirements for W*.

7. Revise Note 2 on page 3/4 4-14a to correct a
typographical error. The note should have referenced
Generic Letter 95-05 not 90-05.

8. Revise Bases 3/4.4.5 to add information that explains the
basis for the W* criteria and removes information related
to ARC for axial PWSCC at dented TSP.

In summary, this change removes the ARC for axial PWSCC at
dented TSP and replaces it with requirements associated with
the W* methodology for tubesheet inspections.

3.0 BACKGROUND

Existing plant TS tube repair/plugging criteria apply
throughout the tube length and do not take into account the
reinforcing effect of the tubesheet on the external surface
of an expanded tube. The presence of the tubesheet
constrains the tube and complements tube integrity in that
region by essentially precluding tube deformation beyond the
expanded outside diameter. The resistance to both tube
rupture and tube collapse is significantly enhanced by the
tubesheet. In addition, the proximity of the tubesheet in
the expanded region significantly reduces the leakage of
through wall tube cracks. Based on these considerations, the
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establishment of W* methodology criteria to the portion of
tubing expanded by Westinghouse explosive tube expansion is
supported by testing and analysis results included in
WCAP-14797, Revision 2.

The W* methodology provides the basis for tubes with any form
of degradation below the W* length to remain in service. In
addition, any primary to secondary leakage from tube
degradation below the W* length is determined to be
acceptably low as discussed in Enclosure 5.

As discussed in more detail in Enclosure 5, the generic W*
methodology contained in WCAP-14797, Revision 2 is applicable
to the SQN Unit 2 SGs and it defines the hot-leg W* length
for pullout resistance as 7.0 inches below the bottom of the
WEXTEX transition. SQN has chosen to use the 7.0 inches
length in this request since it is the more conservative of
the two listed lengths (5.2 inches for Zone A and 7.0 inches
for Zone B) specified in WCAP-14797.

Since SQN proposes to inspect and repair any service induced
degradation within the W* distance, this proposal is a
conservative limited scope application of the complete W*
methodology as described in WCAP-14797, Revision 2. TVA
conservatively defines the W* distance as 8.0-inches below
the top of the tubesheet. Therefore, TVA will inspect to
8-inches below the top of the tubesheet or the distance
defined in WCAP-14797, Revision 2 whichever is greater.

SQN Unit 2 does not use WCAP-14797, Revision 2 to leave tubes
degraded within the W* distance in service via the W*
methodology. SQN's proposed change requires that any service
induced degradation identified in the W* distance be plugged.
The WCAP is only used to define the length of tubing that
will be inspected to remove degraded tubes from service by
plugging. This proposal implements the following W* repair
criteria and acceptance criteria:
1. All service-induced indications within the W* distance

below the TTS, will be plugged.

2. Any type or combination of tube degradation below the W*
distance is acceptable.

SQN proposes to postulate additional leakage below the W*
distance to be included in the total SQN Unit 2 steam line
break (SLB) leak rate during postulated SLB conditions as
described in Enclosure 5.

For the first inspection utilizing the criteria, SQN will
base the projections on site-specific data detailed in
Enclosure 5. Twenty-five percent of the total historical
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indication count and End of Cycle (EOC)-13 projected
indication count will be assumed to reside between 8 and
12 inches below TTS. To date, 138 total indications have
been reported, only 25 of which were circumferentially
oriented. A regression analysis using the data suggests that
approximately 23 indications are expected for the EOC-13
outage. Using only the last four outages' data,
25 indications are anticipated.

Therefore, the cumulative SQN Unit 2 total number of
indications including the EOC-13 projection is a maximum of
163 (138 + 25). An additional 41 indications (25 percent of
combined historical indications plus EOC-13 new indications)
might be observed if the inspection distance were increased
from 8 to 12 inches below TTS.

Note that this analysis is provided to estimate the number of
indications between 8 and 12 inches below TTS using existing
data. TVA will continue to evaluate this methodology of
predicting indications to ensure that it is conservative.
PWSCC data from each subsequent outage inspection will be
used. If this methodology continues to be conservative,
future predictions will be made using the same methodology as
described in this submittal. If this methodology is
determined to be non-conservative, TVA will make necessary
changes and discuss these corrective actions in the 90-day
report.

Because of recent NRC questions, the following topics are
included in Enclosure 5:

* Basis supporting the validity of the original conclusion
presented by WCAP-14797, Revision 2 that postulated
circumferential degradation below the W* distance would
not produce leakage at SLB conditions

* SLB conditions leakage potential from axial PWSCC within
W* distance

* SQN Unit 2 inspection history and industry experience
* The impact of locked tubes on W*
* The impact of tubesheet bow on pullout and leak-rate

testing
* Tubesheet finite element modeling
* Ligament tearing
* No contact length for normal/postulated accident

conditions
* Tube radial contraction effects
* The leakage model included in WCAP-14797, Revision 2
* Secondary to primary leakage following a postulated

loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA)
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* Consistency of different industry leak-rate results
* How leak model addresses 360 degree circumferential cracks

* Leak-rate loss coefficient

4.0 TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

SQN is proposing to modify the Unit 2 TSs to revise
SRs 4.4.5.4.a.6, 4.4.5.4.a.8, and 4.4.5.5.d.1, add SR
4.4.5.2.e, and replace SRs 4.4.5.4.a.11 and 4.4.5.5.e.

SR 4.4.5.4.a.8 defines SG tube inspection scope. SQN's
proposed change alters the tube inspection scope to exclude
the portion of the tube within the tubesheet below the W*
distance. SR 4.4.5.4.a.6 provides SG tube repair criteria.

SQN's proposed change requires repair of any service induced
degradation identified in the W* distance below the TTS. The
amendment is based on the Westinghouse WCAP-14797,
Revision 2. Since SQN proposes to repair any service induced
degradation within the W* distance, this proposal is a
conservative limited scope application of the complete W*
methodology as described in WCAP-14797, Revision 2. The WCAP
was developed for Westinghouse fabricated SGs that utilized
the WEXTEX tube expansion process for application of W*
methodology. The W* methodology accounts for the reinforcing
effect that the tubesheet has on the external surface of the
SG tube within the tubesheet region. The W* methodology
shows that tube integrity and leakage below the W* distance
remain within the existing design limits. The W* criteria
were developed for the tubesheet region of 51 Series SGs
considering the most stringent loads associated with plant
operation, including transients and postulated accident
conditions. The W* criteria were selected to prevent tube
burst and axial separation due to axial pullout forces acting
on the tube, and to ensure that the SLB leakage limits are
not exceeded.

Constraint provided by the tubesheet precludes tube burst for
cracks within the tubesheet. Thus, the NRC Draft Regulatory
Guide (RG) 1.121 criteria are satisfied by the tubesheet
constraint. Therefore, within the tubesheet, crack lengths
do not need to be limited by burst considerations, and the
current 150 gallons per day leakage limit does not need to be
changed.

Conceivably, a 360 degree through-wall circumferential crack
or a significant number of axially oriented cracks could
permit severing of the tube and tube pullout from the
tubesheet when the tube is subjected to axial forces from
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primary-to-secondary pressure differentials. The W* criteria
were developed to allow certain tubes with indications in the
tubesheet region of the tubesheet to remain in service, while
precluding tube pullout from the tubesheet under axial
loading conditions. A non-degraded W* length is required
such that the tube-to-tubesheet contact pressures integrated
over the W* length are sufficient to compensate for the axial
forces on the tube, thus preventing tube pullout.

Loading analyses were conducted per the requirements of
RG 1.121 for both the 3 times the difference between main
steam pressure and reactor coolant pressure (3AP) at normal
operating load and the limiting faulted condition load (with
the applicable safety factor applied). To prevent pullout,
these loads must be reacted by the axial restraint afforded
by the contact pressure between the tube and tubesheet times
the friction coefficient of the tube-to-tubesheet interface
acting over some interface length. Contact pressure between
the tube and tubesheet is a function of the WEXTEX expansion
pressure, and primary-to-secondary pressure and temperature
differentials. The W* length is defined to be the length of
tube that provides assurance that tube pullout criteria are
met with an appropriate safety factor for the most limiting
loading scenario. The WCAP-14797, Revision 2 bounding
generic methodology parameters used in the calculation of the
W* length are conservative for Sequoyah Unit 2.

The generic W* methodology detailed in WCAP-14797, Revision 2
is applicable to the SQN SGs and defines the maximum hot-leg
W* lengths for pullout resistance as 7.0 inches below the
bottom of the WEXTEX transition. These distances are
increased by an allowance for Non-Destructive Examination
(NDE) uncertainties in measuring the W* length. The NDE
uncertainty on the W* length in WCAP-14797, Revision 2 is
0.12 inch. The W* methodology provides the basis for tubes
with any form of degradation below the W* distance to remain
in service. This includes a tube with a 360 degree
circumferential through-wall crack located just below the W*
distance, which would still not be pulled out by the
worst-case main SLB axial loads on the tube. The presence of
the surrounding tubesheet prevents tube rupture and provides
resistance against axial pullout loads during normal and
accident conditions. In addition, any primary-to-secondary
leakage from tube degradation below the W* distance
contributes less than 5 percent of the total leakage assumed
for a postulated SLB accident and may be considered
negligible. Consequently, any tube degradation that may go
undetected in this area would not affect structural or
leakage margins. TVA conservatively defines the W* distance
as 8.0-inches below the top-of-tubesheet.
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To reduce the probability and consequences of SG tube rupture
or tube failure, SQN performs examinations in critical
regions for crack like indications. These critical regions
are based on a degradation assessment where potential and
active degradation is expected in SG tubes that could
challenge structural and/or leakage integrity if the tubes
are not taken out of service by repair.

The critical region of the tubes in the tube-to-tubesheet
expansion in Westinghouse Model 51 SGs with WEXTEX explosive
expansions is defined as the W* length. The W* length is
defined for SQN Unit 2 in WCAP-14797, Revision 2, considering
the most stringent loads associated with plant operation,
including transients, and accident conditions. The W*
distance is the required inspected length as measured
downward from the TTS including the distance to the Bottom of
WEXTEX Transition (BWT) and includes the NDE uncertainty.

SQN Unit 2 does not use WCAP-14797, Revision 2 to leave tubes
degraded within the W* distance in service via the W*
methodology. SQN's proposed change requires that any service
induced degradation identified in the W* distance be plugged.
The WCAP is only used to define the length of tubing that
will be inspected to remove degraded tubes from service by
plugging.

Operating experience has demonstrated negligible normal
operating leakage from PWSCC even under free span conditions
in roll transitions. PWSCC in WEXTEX expansion in the
tubesheet region would be even further leakage limited by the
tight tube-to-tubesheet crevice and the limited crack opening
permitted by the tubesheet constraint. The SLB conditions
provide the most stringent radiological hazards for
postulated accidents involving loss of pressure or fluid in
the secondary system. WCAP-14797, Revision 2 describes the
methodology for calculating leakage for all cracks left in
service and the justification to neglect the total SLB leak
rate contributed by cracks below the W* distance. Therefore,
inspection in the area below the W* distance is not necessary
to preclude normal operating or accident induced leakage.

The above discussion states that there will be negligible
leakage from any type of degradation below the W* distance,
even under SLB conditions. SQN proposes to postulate
additional leakage below the W* distance to be included in
the total SQN Unit 2 SLB leak rate during postulated SLB
conditions.
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ENCLOSURE 2

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT (SQN)

UNIT 2

Proposed Technical Specification Changes (mark-up)

I. AFFECTED PAGE LIST

Unit 2

3/4.4-11

3/4.4-13

3/4.4-14a

3/4.4-14b

3/4.4-14c

II. MARKED PAGES

See attached.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

1. All nonplugged tubes that previously had detectable wall penetrations (greater than 20%).

2. Tubes in those areas where experience has indicated potential problems.

3. A tube inspection (pursuant to Specification 4.4.5.4.a.8) shall be performed on each selected
tube. If any selected tube does not permit the passage of the eddy current probe for a tube
inspection, this shall be recorded and an adjacent tube shall be selected and subjected to a tube
inspection.

4. Indications left in service as a result of application of the tube support plate voltage-based repair
criteria shall be inspected by bobbin coil probe during all future refueling outages.

c. The tubes selected as the second and third samples (if required by Table 4.4-2) during each inservice
inspection may be subjected to a partial tube inspection provided:

1. The tubes selected for these samples include the tubes from those areas of the tube sheet array
where tubes with imperfections were previously found.

2. The inspections include those portions of the tubes where imperfections were previously found.

Note: Tube degradation identified in the portion of the tube that is not a reactor coolant pressure
boundary (tube end up to the start of the tube-to-tubesheet weld) is excluded from the
Result and Action Required In Table 4.4-2.

d Implementation of the steam generator tube/tube support plate repair criteria requires a 100 percent
bobbin coil inspection for hot-leg and cold-leg tube support plate intersections down to the lowest cold-
leg tube support plate with known outside diameter stress corrosion cracking (ODSCC) indications.
The determination of the lowest cold-leg tube support plate intersections having ODSCC indications
shall be based on the performance of at least a 20 percent random sampling of tubes inspected over
their full length.

e InRpoction of dented tube support plate intorsoctions Wil be porformed in ascordanco with WCAP
15128, Rovicion 2. datod Fobruar' 2000 ac cuoolomontod by Th'Xc lottor to NRC datod March 2.
2000 Thie altornato ropair crG;toria i applicable to Yclo 11Ad 1r ad2 oreation.

Th results of each sample inspection shall be classified into one of the following three categories:

Category Inspection Results

C-1 Less than 5% of the total tubes inspected are degraded tubes and none
of the inspected tubes are defective.

Implementation of the steam generator WEXTEX expanded region inspection methodology (W*)
requires a 100 percent inspection of the hot leg tubesheet W* distance.

March 8, 2000
SEQUOYAH - Unit 2 3/4 4-11 Amendment No. 181, 211, 213, 243
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.4.5.4 Acceptance Criteria

a. As used in this Specification:

1. Imperfection means an exception to the dimensions, finish or contour of a tube from
that required by fabrication drawings or specifications. Eddy-current testing indications
below 20% of the nominal tube wall thickness, if detectable, may be considered as
imperfections.

2. Degradation means a service-induced cracking, wastage, wear or general corrosion
occurring on either inside or outside of a tube.

3. Degraded Tube means a tube containing imperfections greater than or equal to 20% of
the nominal wall thickness caused by degradation.

4. % Degradation means the percentage of the tube wall thickness affected or removed
by degradation.

5. Defect means an imperfection of such severity that it exceeds the plugging limit. A
tube containing a defect Is defective.

6. plugging Limit means the Imperfection depth at or beyond which the tube shall be
removed from service and is equal to 40% of the nominal tube wall thickness.
Plugging limit does not apply to that portion of the tube that is not within the pressure
boundary of the reactor coolant system (tube end up to the start of the tube-to-
tubesheet weld). This definition does not apply to tube support plate intersections if
the voltage-based repair criteria are being applied. Refer to 4.4.5.4.a.10 for the repair
limit applicable to these intersections. Enrcl 11IRI and 12 operation, this def*initio
does Rot apply for axial PWSC ind-caz tio~QNGRG theree , which ate located
wiA4thin the thicknos6 of dented tub9 support lates- rvAnmximum depth
greateF than or equal to 40 percent of th94 Inta tuexvl hiko@~ nsr

7. Unserviceable describes the condition of a tube if it leaks or contains a defect large
enough to affect its structural integrity in the event of an Operating Basis Earthquake,
a loss-of-coolant accident, or a steam line or feedwater line break as specified in
4.4.5.3.c, above.

8. Tube Inspection means an inspection of the steam generator tube from the point of
entry (hot leg side) completely around the U-bend to the top support of the cold leg
excluding the portion of the tube within the tubesheet bel as .nincaF.(s m rsur-
from the top of the tuboshot).W [Delete] [ Insert 2

9. Preservice Inspection means an inspection of the full length of each tube in each
steam generator performed by eddy current techniques prior to service to establish a
baseline condition of the tubing. This inspection shall be performed prior to initial
POWER OPERATION using the equipment and techniques expected to be used
during subsequent inservice inspections.

This oxclusion is for Unit 2 Cyclo 12 oporation only. [Delete]

May 10, 2002
Amendment No. 181, 211, 213, 243, 266SEQUOYAH - UNIT 2 3/4 4-13
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

where:

VURL = upper voltage repair limit

VLRL = lower voltage repair limit

VMURL = mid-cycle upper voltage repair limit based on time into cycle

VMLRL = mid-cycle lower voltage repair limit based on VMURL and time into cycle

At = length of time since last scheduled inspection during which VURL and VLRL were
implemented

CL = cycle length (the time between two scheduled steam generator inspections)

VSL = structural limit voltage

Gr = average growth rate per cycle length

NDE = 95-percent cumulative probability allowance for nondestructive examination
uncertainty (i.e., a value of 20-percent has been approved by NRC)

Implementation of these mid-cycle repair limits should follow the same approach as in TS 4.4.5.4.a.10.a,
4.4.5.4.a.10.b, and 4.4.5.4.a.10.c.

Note 1: The lower voltage repair limit is 1.0 volt for 3/4-inch diameter tubing or 2.0 volts for 7/8-inch
diameter tubing.

Note 2: The upper voltage repair limit Is calculated according to the methodology in GL GO -05 as
supplemented. VURL may differ at the TSPs and flow distribution baffle.

11. Primary Water. Rtroe Cormrosio Crnnkl q (RU RCC) Tube suppert Pla;to
PlunainQ Limit is used for tho diSposition of an Alloy 600 stoam gonorator
tube for continuod 6ico that it exporioncing prodominantIy axialIy oriented
PWSCC at donted tube UPPort plat intorcoctione at dotcribod in WCAP 15128,
RoviSion 2, dated Fobruar~y 2000 as supplomontod by TVA's letter to NRC dated
March 2, 2000. Thic alternate repair criteria is applicable to Cyclo 11 and 12
e/peation.

b. The steam generator shall be determined OPERABLE after completing the corresponding
actions (plug all tubes exceeding the plugging limit and all tubes containing through-wall
cracks) required by Table 4.4-2.

Delet andreplce wth Insert 3

March 8, 2000
SEQUOYAH - UNIT 2 3/4 4-14a Amendment No. 28, 211, 213, 243
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

4.4.5.5 Reports

a. Following each inservice inspection of steam generator tubes, the number of tubes plugged
in each steam generator shall be reported to the Commission within 15 days.

b. The complete results of the steam generator tube inservice inspection shall be submitted to
the Commission in a Special Report pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 within 12 months
following the completion of the inspection. This Special Report shall include:

1. Number and extent of tubes inspected.

2. Location and percent of wall-thickness penetration for each indication of an
imperfection.

3. Identification of tubes plugged.

c. Results of steam generator tube Inspections which fall into Category C-3 shall be reported
as a degraded condition pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 prior to resumption of plant operation.
The written followup of this report shall provide a description of investigations conducted to
determine cause of the tube degradation and corrective measures taken to prevent
recurrence.

d. For implementation of the voltage-based repair criteria to tube support plate intersections,
notify the staff prior to returning the steam generators to service should any of the following
conditions arise:

1. If estimated leakage based on the projected end-of-cycle (or if not practical using the
actual measured end-of-cycle) voltage distribution exceeds the leak limit (determined
from the licensing basis dose calculation for the postulated main steam line break) for
the next operating cycle.

2. If circumferential crack-like indications are detected at the tube support plate
intersections.

3. If indications are identified that extend beyond the confines of the tube support plate.

4. If indications are identified at the tube support plate elevations that are attributable to
primary water stress corrosion cracking.

5. If the calculated conditional burst probability based on the projected end-of-cycle (or if
not practical, using the actual measured end-of-cycle) voltage distribution exceeds 1 X
10.2, notify the NRC and provide an assessment of the safety significance of the
occurrence.

May 24, 2002
SEQUOYAH - UNIT 2 3/4 4-14b Amendment No. 28, 211, 213, 267
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

e. implomontation of the dopth dba6d ropair criterit for axial PhWSCC at dontod TSP6.-
roUlt6 of the foud nOO in th ntha condition monitoring s ortnromont6 YAP be reported to-

|the PIR within 120 days following complotion of the iRspectiGn. The roport will includo
/tab4 aItor o n;tlGns fou nd !R the incnorbt!GR tablae s wItOn f tle Fer p rrs;rlfrA _nRdt left

|eiG r.rlU RdeFo the ARG aRd -nrFGrY^h rato letr9 dit~i~tOn fGF ;nRdatiO-AR6 fGWl iRA; the
| ;R~n6Gt'G R-r., iovel1 ac the r9FOYtl dit~ih'rfr;lGtoR6ll tO 96tablirhe the t-1h9 rearn-rl4ntc n

GGF~rrnti~e rtiOnR6 fGWnod nreor~e-rav ;n the eulent that GG)RditigR mROnttniRgn FnoliF9~RomtG

aro; not met v.il! be identified in the Fepoft.

S x|avsvXvs v WfInXx<serts 5afl sw

March 8, 2000
3/4 4-14c Amendment No. 243SEQUOYAH - UNIT 2
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Insert 1

This definition does not apply to service induced degradation identified in the W* distance.
Service induced degradation identified in the W* distance below the top-of-tube sheet (TTS),
shall be plugged on detection.

Insert 2

the W* distance, the tube to tubesheet weld and the tube end extension.

Insert 3

11. a) Bottom of WEXTEX Transition (BWT) is the highest point of contact between the
tube and tubesheet at, or below the top-of-tubesheet, as determined by eddy current
testing.

b) W* Distance is defined in WCAP-14797, Revision 2, as the non-degraded distance
from the top of the tubesheet to the bottom of the W* length including the distance
from the top of the tubesheet to the bottom of the WEXTEX transition (BWT) and
Non-Destructive Examination (NDE) measurement uncertainties (i.e., W* distance =
W* length + distance to BWT + NDE uncertainties). TVA conservatively defines the
W* distance as 8.0-inches below the top of the tubesheet. Therefore, TVA will
inspect to 8-inches below the top of the tubesheet or the distance defined in
WCAP-14797, Revision 2 whichever is greater.

c) W* Length is the length of tubing below the bottom of the WEXTEX transition
(BWT), which must be demonstrated to be non-degraded in order for the tube to
maintain structural and leakage integrity. For the hot leg, the W* length is 7.0 inches
which represents the most conservative hot-leg length defined in WCAP-14797,
Revision 2.

Insert 4

The postulated leakage resulting from the implementation of the voltage-based repair criteria to
tube support plate intersections shall be combined with the postulated leakage resulting from the
implementation of the W* criteria to tubesheet inspection depth.

Insert 5

e. The calculated steam line break leakage from the application of tube support plate
alternate repair criteria and W* inspection methodology shall be submitted in a Special
Report in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4 within 90 days following return of the steam
generators to service (MODE 4). The report will include the number of indications, the
location of the indications (relative to the bottom of the WEXTEX transition (BWT) and
TTS), the orientation (axial, circumferential, skewed, volumetric), the severity of each
indication (e.g., near through-wall or not through-wall), the side of the tube from which
the indication initiated (inside or outside diameter), and an assessment of whether the
results were consistent with expectations with respect to the number of flaws and flaw
severity (and if not consistent, a description of the proposed corrective action).
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

BASES

where VGR represents the allowance for flaw growth between inspections and VNDE represents the
allowance for potential sources of error in the measurement of the bobbin coil voltage. Further
discussion of the assumptions necessary to determine the voltage repair limit are discussed in GL 95-05.

The mid-cycle equation of SR 4.4.5.4.a.10.e should only be used during unplanned inspection in
which eddy current data is acquired for indications at the tube support plates.

SR 4.4.5.5 implements several reporting requirements recommended by GL 95-05 for situations
which NRC wants to be notified prior to returning the S/Gs to service. For SR 4.4.5.5.d., Items 3 and 4,
indications are applicable only where alternate plugging criteria is being applied. For the purposes of this
reporting requirement, leakage and conditional burst probability can be calculated based on the as-found
voltage distribution rather than the projected end-of-cycle voltage distribution (refer to GL 95-05 for more
information) when it is not practical to complete these calculations using the projected EOC voltage
distributions prior to returning the S/Gs to service. Note that if leakage and conditional burst probability
were calculated using the measured EOC voltage distribution for the purposes of addressing GL Sections
6.a.1 and 6.a.3 reporting criteria, then the results of the projected EOC voltage distribution should be
provided per GL Section 6.b(c) criteria.

Wastage-type defects are unlikely with proper chemistry treatment of the secondary coolant.
However, even if a defect should develop in service, it will be found during scheduled inservice steam
generator tube examinations. Plugging will be required for all tubes with imperfections exceeding the
repair limit defined in Surveillance Requirement 4.4.5.4.a. The portion of the tube that the plugging limit
does not apply to is the portion of the tube that is not within the RCS pressure boundary (tube end up to
the start of the tube-to-tubesheet weld). The tube end to tube-to-tubesheet weld portion of the tube does
not affect structural integrity of the steam generator tubes and therefore indications found in this portion
of the tube will be excluded from the Result and Action Required for tube inspections. It is expected that
any indications that extend from this region will be detected during the scheduled tube inspections.
Steam generator tube inspections of operating plants have demonstrated the capability to reliably detect
degradation that has penetrated 20% of the original tube wall thickness.

Tubes experiencing outside diameter stress corrosion cracking within the thickness of the tube
support plate are plugged or repaired by the criteria of 4.4.5.4.a.10.

'team qeRemteF tube FepaiF !*FRit6 f9F pFiFRaFy Wat8F 6t GFaGkiRg (PWSGG) Gf
C% A A C -Fesepts, a steam geFataF tube altWRate FepaiF GFitGFia f9F gFeatep thaR eF equal te 40

RAIR-GG �AFB Rat appliGable to etheF ty er, of leGalize-d- tube ;vall de9FadatiGR leGated at

Th_ pietiOR Of ---- a66e66FR_...-F th i6 G9Fnpleted to deteFmiRe the
GyGle (EGG) e tube 13LIRdle. AR AFA In.

e e d- f g.r. t u b- la -r-'-d-fit b;;F;i :F e ARG the use of GFaGk depth pFafiler, obtaiRed

Qr,, flated 40M depth pFefiler, by seaF
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Insert A I

March 8, 2000
3/4 4-3a Amendment No. 181, 211, 213, 243
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
I Delete I

BASES

u n lowet burst pressure and the longest length that would toar through wall at steam line
brea;k conditions. The repair bases for PWSCC at dented TSP intersections is obtainod by projecting the
crack profilo to the ond of the next operating cycle and dotermining if tho projectod profilo meets tho
requirements of WCAP 15128, Revision 2, datod Februar'y 2000 aE supplementod by TVA's letter toNiLUdae ar.f , . .... i _l ToieAn _.rovies m _ e_ limit and. __ or r____epair ostaousned in m
NRKC datod March rd, ^000. ThoToleo"wing pFovideo£ tho lmt£and baoe6 forerpair estabi!6hed inRthe
WGAP a~ay6e6:-

FrFeepan Indication Repair Limits

Tho tube will be rFepaired if the crack length outside the dented TSP is 410% maximum depth.

Crack Length Limit for '10% Maximum Depth

The cack leRngth limit for 400 m-ax!imnu depth iRdications isr de;finA s -0r,. 3 75 inch from the
cnRterline of the TSP. This limit defiAne the edges of the TSP thicknesrr of 0.75 inch for Mondel 51 S/Gs
it is acceptable for the crack t Aextnd to both edges of the TSP as loRn as the maximum depth of the
c-r-a outsde thRe T-P is e--0% maximum depth aRd the requrementr for rrOC conditionr ar

aGGeptable.

Operational Assessment Repair Bases

If the; indicatlion sa;tisfie the aoe mximumdepth and lenoth requirements, the repair bases ;
then obtained by pojectin g the rack prnofile to the end of the next operating cycle and- deter-mining the
oL--&--. A-rir--Ai_7 -r- o #"-.A+- n-9f;1- rt 9T-h i h.. --tnArfi^ nll^ ;- r.-n--- A f- ;,

6-

Uurt! t Pou Itibbu It$ l w m bu et r tilUjt mid ~ ;W MkMuV u udPo Mto m t. I II ittoU Alt t pltvt.UIU - II l-lv'i Iv 'v llp'U tUt MOtUUM!P

requi.rements in AP 15128, Revision 2, dated F^ebrua,' 2000 asn surplemene d by TIb s letter to
NRC datedd March 2, 200. Separate aRalyses are required for the total rr-ack lenRgth and the length
outrside the TSCP due to drifference in reqiremeRts. If the projected EOC requirements are satisfied, the

tube vill be left in 6erise.

The results of the conditioR monitorAing anrd opratioRal assessmemnts YIl be eporFted to the NRC
within 120 daysr following completion of the inRpection.

I

May 24, 2002
Amendment No. 213, 243, 267SEQUOYAH - UNIT 2 B 3/4 4-3b
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Insert A

The W* criteria incorporate the guidance provided in WCAP-14797, Revision 2, "Generic W* Tube
Plugging Criteria for 51 Series Steam Generator Tubesheet Region WEXTEX Expansions." W* length is
the length of tubing into the tubesheet below the bottom of the WEXTEX transition (BWT) that precludes
tube pullout in the event of a complete circumferential separation of the tube below the W* length. W*
distance is the distance from the top of the tubesheet to the bottom of the W* length including the
distance from the top of the tubesheet to the BWT and measurement uncertainties. TVA conservatively
defines the W* distance as 8.0-inches below the top of the tubesheet. Therefore, TVA will inspect to
8-inches below the top of the tubesheet or the distance defined in WCAP-14797, Revision 2 whichever is
greater.

Indications detected within the W* distance below the top-of-tube sheet (TTS), will be plugged upon
detection. Tubes to which WCAP-14797 is applied can experience through-wall degradation up to the
limits defined in Revision 2 without increasing the probability of a tube rupture or large leakage event.
Tube degradation of any type or extent below W* distance, including a complete circumferential
separation of the tube, is acceptable. As applied at Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Unit 2, the W* methodology
is used to define the required tube inspection depth into the hot-leg tubesheet, and is not used to permit
degradation in the W* distance to remain in service. Thus while primary to secondary leakage in the W*
distance need not be postulated, primary to secondary leakage from potential degradation below the W*
distance will be assumed for every inservice tube in the bounding steam generator.

The postulated leakage during a steam line break shall be equal to the following equation:

Postulated SLB Leakage = ARC GL 95-05 + Assumed Leakage o-48"TT-s + Assumed Leakage 8V12* -IS +

Assumed Leakage >12*'<S

Where: ARC GL 954-M is the normal SLB leakage derived from alternate repair criteria methods and the
steam generator tube inspections.

Assumed Leakage 0.-8'sTTS is the postulated leakage for undetected indications in steam generator tubes
left in service between 0 inches and 8 inches below the top of the tubesheet.

Assumed Leakage '8-12'<TTs is the conservatively assumed leakage from the total of identified and
postulated unidentified indications in steam generator tubes left in service between 8 and 12 inches
below the top of the tubesheet. This is 0.0045 gpm multiplied by the number of indications. Postulated
unidentified indications will be conservatively assumed to be in one steam generator. The highest
number of identified indications left in service between 8 and 12 inches below TTS in any one steam
generator will be included in this term.

Assumed Leakage >12' sT is the conservatively assumed leakage for the bounding steam generator
tubes left in service below 12 inches below the top of the tubesheet. This is 0.00009 gpm multiplied by
the number of tubes left in service in the least plugged steam generator.

The aggregate calculated SLB leakage from the application of all alternate repair criteria and the above
assumed leakage shall be reported to the NRC in accordance with applicable Technical Specifications.
The combined calculated leak rate from all alternate repair criteria must be less than the maximum
allowable steam line break leak rate limit in any one steam generator in order to maintain doses within
10 CFR 100 guideline values and within GDC-19 values during a postulated steam line break event.
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